
No Mans Slave (Slave) / 
Mass Sterilization 
Split 7” 

 

 

Artist 
No Mans Slave (SLAVE) Mass 
Sterilization 

Title Split 

Selection # GPR58 

UPC 760137005810 

Prebook 2011-03-01 

Street Date 2011-04-05 

Retail 4.95 

Genre Powerviolence / Hardcore 

Run Time 5:00 

Box Lot 65 

Label Give Praise Records 

Format 7” Vinyl 

Brutal stop-and-start powerviolence from these fine 
Oklahoma folks! Angry and pounding powerviolence 
that borders on hardcore throwing in some catchy 
breaks to blast into a noise barrage that will have you 
cowering in immortal fear of the prairies. Technical 
guitars and drums have this rolling back-andfourth 
like a Oklahoma steam-roller! Mass Sterilization is a 
newer band from the OKC and their first vinyl 
release! Pounding and slow doom intros blast into a 
head-crushing breed of powerviolence/grindcore and 
hardcore! Brutal and angry growls, make these folks 
the most feared cult in Oklahoma landscape! Taking 
some stop-and-go cues they blast down into a noise 

mirage of doomed Texans! This is a brutal split!  
 
 
Tracks: 

 

NO MANS SLAVE (SLAVE) 

 

1. Fuck The Punks 

2. Ear Damage  

3. Free Eats  

 

MASS STERILIZATION 

 

4. Spray 

5. Repair 

 

SELLING POINTS: 

• No Mans Slave has run through two previous 7”s and is 

writing new Material for a full length 

• No Mans Slave has completed a East Coast tour as well 

as Mid-West weekend tours. 

 

• Mass Sterilization’s first EP recordings 

 

MARKETING/ADVERTISING: 

 

PR Work By Catharsis PR 

Direct Mailing via Postcards / Give Praise Newsletter 
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WAKE
False CD
An ugly cloud of bile and filth descends from the ether. Towards you. Eons 
of hateful condensation. An air mass of pure filth and anger. It rumbles into 
existence, and expels a downpour of hot, wet piss, shit and disease that 
quickly pools and rises – your ankles, your waist, the top of your head. You 
are engulfed by a physical manifestation of evil…music…a waterfall of raging 
emotion – acid rain – that strips the body down to a raw, vulnerable and 
clamoring mass of nothingness that quivers and suffers, waiting, to transcend 
the void of human existence, to skip the light, and arrive defeated, to a new 
world of pain, darkness and unrest. This is the world of ‘False.’ The new 
album by WAKE.

So maybe it’s a hard sell, but with “False,” Calgary’s WAKE have created 
one of the most angry, vicious and volatile albums you’ll ever hear. Period. 
Seriously. Eleven songs of raw, unwavering and filthy hardened, deathened 
grind that come out of nowhere, leave you gasping for breath, and wondering 
what the hell just happened. This is a chaotic, pulsating, airborne event, not 
an album…it’s a return to form for extreme music – real danger, real anger 
and real beats and riffs. “False” is the sound of a prisoner getting shived. Of 
a mother stealing her son’s Ritalin for dope. Of a one-legged, starved dog, 
straining to eat the maggots in its own ass. And when the hate stops you’ll 
know it’s over, and if you were paying attention, and you’ve got the strength, 
you’ll play it again. And again and again. 

Grind for true players.
Recorded by Ryan Kennedy - 
Mixed and Mastered by Colin Marston

WAKE are a grindcore band from Calgary, Canada. Going hard and hitting 
the road running since forming in the summer of 2009.
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WAKE

False

760137635529
GPR116
2014-06-03
2014-07-08
9.99
Grind / Metal
20:00
25
Give Praise Records
CD

Tracks:

1. Filth Addict       
2. Foster       
3. Vacant        
4. Smolder       
5. Mouth Breeder       
6. Rotten        
7. Bleak        
8. Ominous        
9. The Fix Is In        
10. Presbyopia       
11. Intrusion 
 
Selling Points:

• Follow-up to their split with fellow Canadian grind band REHASHED
• WAKE just completed a 7 day Canadian Tour in February

Marketing / Advertising

• Digital promos sent out using Haulix
• Various Magazine and web banner ads


